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 CMS computing relies on a distributed infrastructure of Grid
resources, services and toolkits
 building blocks provided by Worldwide LHC Computing Grid [WLCG]

 CMS builds application layers able to interface with few - at most - different
Grid flavors (LCG-2, Grid-3, EGEE, NorduGrid, OSG)

 CMS “C-TDR” delivered  (Jun05)

 in preparation for the first year of LHC running (2008)
  not “blueprint”, but “baseline” targets (+ development strategies)

 hierarchy of computing tiers using WLCG tools
  focus on tiers role, functionality and responsibility

CERN-LHCC 2005-023CERN-LHCC 2005-023

Not shown:
-  MC data flow T2→T1

-  p2p T1s connections

CMS computing model

→→  see see [ J.[ J.HernandezHernandez, , ID-xxxID-xxx] ] 
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     CMS T1 functions     CMS T1 functions
 Scheduled data-reprocessing:

 later-pass reco, AOD extraction, skimming, …

 Data archiving:
 custody of raw+reco & subsequently produced data

 Disk storage management:
 fast cache to MSS, buffer for data transfer, …

 Data distribution:
 data serving to Tier-2’s for analysis

 Analysis (+ user support):
 proficient data access via CMS+WLCG services

    CMS T2 functionsCMS T2 functions
 Fast and detailed MC event prod

 Data processing for physics analysis
 including late stage analysis
     requiring very fast data access

 Data processing for calib/align
     tasks and detector studies

CMS Tier-1 and Tier-2 centers

    CMS T1 resources (nominal for average T1 in 2008):

 WAN: incoming/outgoing transfer capacity 7.2/3.5 Gb/s

 CPU: 2.5 M-SI2k (scheduled reprocessing : analysis = 2 : 1) 

 Disk: 1.2 PB (~85% for analysis data serving)

 MSS: 2.8 PB (losses ~tens of GB per PB stored)

    CMS T2 resources (nominal for average T2 in 2008):

 WAN: 1 Gb/s (at least)

 CPU: 900 k-SI2k 

 Disk: 200 TB
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INFN Tier-1: resources and servicesINFN Tier-1: resources and services

 farming
 a unique farm: ~2500 CPU slots accessible by jobs

 biproc boxes [~750 Intel/AMD @0.8-2.4-3 GHz], ~2/3 last generation
 LSF (2.6), nb queues > nb exps, fair-share on a monthly time window

 storage
 on-line data access (disks)

 IDE, SCSI, FC; 4 NAS systems IDE, SCSI, FC; 4 NAS systems [~60 TB][~60 TB], 3 SAN systems , 3 SAN systems [~375 TB][~375 TB]

 custodial task on MSS (tapes in Castor-1 HSM system)
 Stk L180 lib - overall ~18 TBoverall ~18 TB
 Stk 5500 lib - 6 LTO-2 [~ 240 TB] + 2 9940b [~ 136 TB]6 LTO-2 [~ 240 TB] + 2 9940b [~ 136 TB]

 network
 T1 LAN

 rack FE switches + 2xGbps uplinks to core switch, servers soon connected to GE
 1 Gbps T1 link to WAN

 for LCG SC: 2x1Gbps dedicated links + now upgrading to 10 Gbps

 more:
 low-level: infrastructure, sys-admin, db services
 high-level: Grid integrations, exp-specific activities, coordination among tiers, …

Multi-experiment Tier-1 located at CNAF (Bologna, Italy)
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CMS at the Tier-1CMS at the Tier-1
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INFN T1 farming

T1 total
(Jan05 - Jan06)

[all exps] T1 total
(zoom: 30 days)

[all exps]

planned
down

2500

2500

     “high”-level + “low”-level layers
 reliability of Grid access + availability of CPU slots

 for users: i) a Grid service down ≈ ii) busy/down boxes

 one working layer is not enough because:
 high layer is nothing without low layer

• CPUs availability/reliability must be guaranteed

 low layer soon only accessed via high layer
• already now: very reduced not-Grid access to T1

CMS jobs only
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     INFN T1 active role in PhEDEx topology (e.g. 1-day example)
 multi-tier (T0/T1/TVirtual) inbound…

 1.2 TB from PIC T1 to CNAF T1
 260 GB from CERN T0 to CNAF T1
 26 GB from TV_LCG node to CNAF T1

 … + bidirectional CNAF-FZK data traffic
 44 GB from FZK T1 to CNAF T1
 850 GB from CNAF T1 to FZK T1

     focus: stable 24/7 operations to fulfill what CMS needs

CMS reliable, scalable dataset replication

 PhEDEx
→→  see see [ I.[ I.FiskFisk, ID-453] , ID-453] 

→→  see see [ J.[ J.RehnRehn, ID-389] , ID-389] 
→→  see see [ T.[ T.BarrassBarrass, ID-390] , ID-390] 
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Bari: proposal is for a Tier-2 for CMS + ALICE
 CMS resources (Q4/2005): CPU 20 k-SI2k, disk 6 TB, network 100Mb/s to GARR

 (selected) contributions to CMS computing
 support to devel/test sw tools addressed to data analysis in a distributed environment

 CMS publishing tool + operating PhEDEx, LFC + tests e.g. on DPM, FTS, storage technologies

 involvement in SC3 (see later)

 infrastructure and CMS manpower
 2 FTE for CMS; two separate farms

 prod → CE: pbs/maui; SE: disk-only, dCache, DPM: GPFS for exp sw, /homes, etc.
 test → CE: gLite (share WNs with prod farm); SE: DPM also; + FTS client, etc.

 key-points in Bari RC operations for CMS
 high farm uptime (>95% in 2005), wide and proficient involvement in SC3
 1. improve automatic procedures + 2. storage strategy

CMS Tier-2CMS Tier-2’’s in INFN   s in INFN   (1/2)(1/2)

Pisa: proposal is for a Tier-2 for CMS
 CMS resources (Q4/2005): CPU >100 k-SI2k, disk ~10 TB, network 1 Gb/s to GARR

 (selected) contributions to CMS computing
 MC prod on Grid (LCG-Italy) + PhEDEx harvesting/injection + data publish for analysis

 infrastructure and CMS manpower
 ~6 FTE on Grid/sysadmin, ~1 FTE for CMS; ‘modular’ farm (i.e. each CE manages his

own WN pool)
 key-points in Pisa RC operations for CMS

 proficient interaction with Tiers, ramping-up in operations
 experience in driving crucial services for CMS is still growing
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Legnaro-Padova: proposal is for a Tier-2 for CMS + ALICE
 CMS resources (Q4/2005): CPU >200 k-SI2k, disk ~20 TB, network 1 Gb/s to GARR

 contributions to CMS computing:
 important site in INFN-Grid and LCG/EGEE
 involvement in SC3 (mainly throughput) (see later)

 infrastructure and CMS manpower:
 1.5 FTE on sysadmin, 0.5 on Grid, 0.5 on SC; a unique farm

 key-points in Tier operations for CMS
 Grid access only (since months), partecipation to SC3 throughput
 1. no people only on installing and maintaining CMS sw/services + 2. storage strategy

Roma: proposal is for a Tier-2 for CMS + ATLAS
 CMS resources (Q4/2005): CPU ~25 k-SI2k, disk ~18 TB, network Gb/s to GARR

 contributions to CMS computing:
 MC production (~1/25 CMS total)

 infrastructure and CMS manpower:
 ~1.5 FTE on sysadmin (CMS), 1-2 FTE Grid, ~1 FTE on CMS; a unique farm

 key-points in Tier operations for CMS
 important role for CMS production
 need a ramp-up of know-how through wider involvement in operations

CMS Tier-2CMS Tier-2’’s in INFN   s in INFN   (2/2)(2/2)
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INFN Tiers are being operated in a WLCG-enabled world

 EGEE infrastructure
 integration of current national/regional/thematic Grid efforts

→  seamless Grid infrastructure to support scientific research

 production Grid
  ~200 sites, >40 countries, 2x104 CPU’s, 5 PB storage
  managed through Regional Operation Centers (ROC)
  GGUS as user support infrastructure

 operations of EU Grid infrastructure guaranteed by EGEE SA1

 strong INFN presence in EGEE/LCG
 27 Italian sites in EGEE/LCG infrastructure (in GOCDB)

  among ~40 sites in INFN-GRID

 strong INFN partecipation to EGEE SA1
 management of global Grid services (two-levels ROC/CIC system)
 middleware releases and docs
 control and certification of sites
 user support + support to experiments for Grid integration

INFN and LCG/INFN and LCG/

→→  see among others see among others [ F.[ F.FanzagoFanzago, ID-182] , ID-182] 
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 CNAF T1
 SC3 infrastructure mostly separate from Prod infrastructure
 SRM/Castor-1 via srmcp

 ‘throughput’ phase:
• ability to switch fast to different 1) transfer-mechanism; 2) infrastructure

 pre-‘service’ phase:
• collaboration to LCG/SC community to debug SRM, Castor-2 @CERN, LHCOPN-related issues

 ‘service’ phase:
• stable use of official SC3 infrastructure at CNAF

 all SC transfers for CMS triggered by PhEDEx
 SC3 instance coexisting with Prod instance
 full PhEDEx set-up at INFN T1, Castor MSS part also deployed
 LCG local file-catalogue (POOL MySQL), data publishing in PubDB (SC3 instance)

 ~10 TB of transferred data

 Enough.
 After that, focus on publishing + SC job submission

• robot for job submissions → ‘doors open to SC3 jobs’ (unattended phase)

SC3: INFN T1 for CMS   (1/2)
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CMS SC3 traffic: CNAF inbound

SC3: INFN T1 for CMS   (2/2)

→→  see see [ I.[ I.FiskFisk, ID-453] , ID-453] 
→→  see see [ J.[ J.RehnRehn, ID-389] , ID-389] 
→→  see see [ T.[ T.BarrassBarrass, ID-390] , ID-390] 
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 Bari T2
 SRM/dCache (v1.6.5-2)

 1 admin node + 3 pool node

 PhEDEx
 SC3(/Prod) instance, LCG local f.c. (POOL-LFC-MySQL) - PubDB v4.0.4 (SC3 instance)

- CNAF-Bari bandwidth saturated with PhEDEx transfers
 PhEDEX/LFC-v.1.3.7 integration done and operational in SC3

 >7 TB
 publishing and job submission: ~2k jobs

 Legnaro T2
 SRM/DPM (v1.3.7)

 1 SRM/DPM/DPNS server, 1 ds with 2 arrays in DPM pool, DPM client on UI/WNs

 PhEDEx
 SC3(/Prod) instance, LCG local f.c. (POOL-MySQL) - PubDB (SC3 instance)

 >4 TB
 then, mostly debugging access to DPM-hosted data from CMS apps (rfio-dpm vs. rfio-

castor compatibility issue), no publishing, no job submission

SC3: INFN T2’s for CMS   (1/2)
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BA B

C D E C D E

A B

C D E

CMS SC3 traffic: LNL inbound

CMS SC3 traffic: Bari inbound

SC3: INFN T1 for CMS   (2/2)

→→  see see more more general info general info in in [ I.[ I.FiskFisk, ID-453] , ID-453] Just an example…
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SC3: SC3: publishing and LCG job submissionspublishing and LCG job submissions

 Job submissions: via CMS SC3 job-robot
 Analysis in progress…

 # submitted jobs: ~70k, using CRAB

 Data ‘published’ using a CMS tool developed at INFN
 most needed functionalities in place

 internal consistency (data/metadata), validation prior to publishing (!)

 … but operations show that a good knife is not enough in a jungle
 needs more robustness in dealing mainly with problematic files and big datasets
 such conclusions are not strictly tool-dependent

ORCA exit status =0
ORCA exit status ≠0
Aborted due to Grid problems

Top 20 CEs
(not only SC jobs here)

>350k jobs submitted using CRAB
by 40-50 users (in Q34/2005)

Job destination pattern shows a first
(very draft) example of load balancing
depending on data availability
(i.e. publishing) at Tiers

→→  see see [ M.Corvo, ID-273] [ M.Corvo, ID-273] 
→→  see see [ D.Spiga, ID-252] [ D.Spiga, ID-252] 
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Operations at INFN TiersOperations at INFN Tiers

 Can you keep the pace?
 SC3 emerged as a fruitful experience to ramp-up Tiers’ know-how

 Count your soldiers
 does #FTEs - if below the minimal required for a given QoS - imply descoping?
 does #FTEs at a Tier reflect the size of the physics community the site aims to serve?

 hybrid ['hI-br&d]: Latin hybrida: 1. an offspring of two animals or plants of different
races, breeds, varieties, species, or genera; 2. a person whose background is a blend of
two diverse cultures or traditions
 hybridism in infrastructures and set-up or/and in actors?

 running T1 for ~dozen exps, running T2 for 1-2 exps
 running two independent (orthogonal?) activities of just 1 exp
 running the above by few multi-tasking people

 hard, but… how to build experienced Tiers community otherwise?

 Build a metrics for success
 evaluate capability of Tiers to provide required QoS

 “continuity” (uptime, recovery times)
 “efficiency” (widely speaking, e.g. making your CPU available to others)
 “robustness” in the delivery of required services
 “experience sharing” (no work duplication)
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 WLCG ready to provide data/workload management capabilities to CMS

 INFN Tiers must operate WLCG-enabled services to achieve CMS goals
 INFN T1 center is fast gaining operational experience in daily ops
 good fraction of T2 centers acting fast to become proficient sites for CMS

 LCG is approaching the ‘regime’ through several service challenges
 experience shows that Tiers can learn fast in working to keep the pace

 INFN focus now on preparing infrastructures for robust services’ delivery
 automation of what we are already able to do
 define a metrics for success → constantly evaluate / feedback

SummarySummary
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